
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Third mobility - Alicante, Spain - 16th to 22nd October  2016 

 

We've successfully put the third mobility under the roof. The main task was 

to learn about product design and also to try and design a product first hand. 

There were interesting workshops carried out by the British team that helped 

students understand the how to and also gave them ideas and materials- ACCESS 

FM, so they could put their hands into work promptly and properly. 

During the visit we visited local companies: Pikolinos (shoe factory that presented 

the production line), Injusa (toy manufacturers that let us have a closer look at 

toy design), Actiu (office furniture production that also clarified why product 

design is so important). The hosts also organized a visit to the MARQ museum, 

which was fascinating, the old town sights and we were also priviledged to enjoy 

the view from the castle on the hill. Of course we also enjoyed Alicante's playas. 

After all the work , fun and collaborating in transnational groups, the main ideas 

had to be put in practice so the students were challenged to create a product that 

would prevent kids from drowning in a bath. The outcomes were amazing and 

the whole mobility was a great experience! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



third mobility - Alicante, Spain  

 

16.10.2016 

Our trip was 15 hour and it was very tiring. 

When we came to Alicante, we met our 

host family. 

17.10.2016 

Day 1 : In the morning we went to school 

and we made our presentation. After our 

presentation we made information about 

Prototype design then we came home and 

we had dinner with our host family and I went asleep. 

18.10.2016 

Day 2 : We gathered at school and then we visited the castle of Alicante. We have seeked 

many symbols of families in the castle of Alicante then we went to the museum of Alicante. 

We have learned the primitive life in the museum then we went with our host family back 

home. 

19.10.2016 

Day 3 : We went to the shoe factory Pikolinos and learned how shoes are made from step to 

step after the factory we went to the Pikolinos shoe store and it was very fun. 

20.10.2016 

Day 4 : We went to the toy factory we have learned in place of placing pictures putting 

injections. We discovered electricity motors. After the the factory we went to the Toy Design 

laboratory main building and learned the graphics and sketches how these electric cars are 

made. After the Laboratory, We have visited the Office manufacturing in  Alicante we have 

learned many different ideas there. It was impressive and cool. 

21.10.2016 

Day 5 : We made our last presentation that we learned the first day as ACCES FM with 

teamwork. It was about baby drowning and learned a lot of this project. After the project we 

came back to school and had a party at 6 o’clock and after the party we went to the city center 

and had a very exciting last night at 

Alicante. 

22.10.2016 

The host family that I met was friendly 

and kind, l liked the host family very 

much and we said to each other 

goodbye and have our trip back to 

Turkey. The trip was very tiring but 

exciting. 

Deniz bıyık, age:15 / Turkey 



16.10.2016 

The trip was very tiring. After we had 15 

hour departure we met our host family 

warm hearted.  

17.10.2016 

Day 1 : We made our project in school after 

our project we have learned lesson about 

ACCES FM how we can make prototype 

design. After the lesson we met our friends 

from different nations and after school we 

were at the beach. 

18.10.2016 

2 Day : We visited the museum. In the museum I’ve learned the life of primitive people in 

Spain and history of very old materials. After the museum we visited the castle of Alicante. 

We have learned different symbols from family that lived in Alicante. It was interesting to see 

historical places. 

19.10.2016 

3 Day : We have learned how to make shoes at Pikolinos factory and visited their shoe store. 

I’ve learned that the shoes from step to step are made in the factory and I liked the shoes very 

much. 

20.10.2016 

 Day 4 : We visited the toy factory and saw how toys are made, toys were made of plastic and 

iron, later I saw that it was a electric car. It was very impressive to see pieces of the electric 

toy car and after the toy factory we visited the main building of the toy factory and saw how 

they sketch their electric cars on computer. It was amazing. 

21.10.2016 

Day 5 : We made our final presentation with other countries together with teamwork. The 

project was about baby drowning, how we can rescue babies from drowning in the bath, we 

saw many different ideas and plans from different groups. After the last presentation we went 

home and then at 6 o’clock we went back to school and had a small party. After the party we 

went to the city center at 8 o’clock and had a fantastic night the last day in Alicante. 

22.10.2016 

I liked the family very well, it was very cool 

to accommodate with them. They were 

friendly and kind. The trip was very exciting 

even if it is long the trip back to Turkey 

made me relaxed.                                                                   

 

Emre çelik, age:17 / Turkey 

 

 

 

 

 

 



16.10.2016 

The trip was long and tiring but later 

we met our host family and ate our 

dinner. 

17.10.2016 

Day 1 : The school’s first day we met 

our old friends again then we showed 

the presentation we prepared. Then 

we learned how a project must be 

prepared and they have teached us 

which methods we must take 

precautions,  in the future that we will perform, develop and with other countries we began 

with the project. 

18.10.2016 

Day 2 : The next day they brought us to the museum and the castle and we have learned 

information about the history of Spain. We learned how primitive people survived and 

symbols of families that lived in the castle. 

19.10.2016 

Day 3 : The next day we went to the shoe factory and learned the methods and production of 

the shoes. Just like the first day we learned consumer, appearance, length and price etc. taking 

precautions and production methods have we learned. 

20.10.2016 

Day 4 : Other day we went to the toy factory and we learned that plastic is imported from 

other country that makes their production price lower and that everything is step for step is 

producing. 

21.10.2016 

Day 5 : Next day at school we had another lesson and at this lesson we learned how big 

businesses make and how a high opinion of making prototype design. Because if you don’t 

make your prototype design good that will make your main material false and it will lose a lot 

of money on the project and the last day the project we made was finished and every group 

made their project. 

22.10.2016 

Last day we said goodbye to our host family after we said goodbye we thanked and after the 

long trip we came back home. 

 

Enes barsbay, age:17 / Turkey 
   
16.10.2016 

The trip was very tiring. It was very nice to visit Spain and it was nice to meet new people in 

Alicante. The trip taked  generally 15 hours to come to Alicante. 

17.10.2016 

Day 1 : The first day we made our presentation after the presentation we learned prototype 

designing and ACCES FM. After school we came home and I had dinner with my host family. 



18.10.2016 

Day 2 : In the morning, we went to the museum, in the museum we have discovered many 

different ancient materials and we saw how life was in primitive time. After the museum we 

visited Alicante castle in the castle we spotted many different symbols of families that lived in 

the castle. After the castle we came back to our host families home with tram. 

19.10.2016 

Day 3 : We visited the shoe factory and learned how the shoes were made. We saw step from 

step each method how they were producing. After the shoe factory we went to the shoe store 

and I liked it very much. 

20.10.2016 

Day 4 : We went to the toy factory and saw how the toys were made. It was made of plastic 

and iron together and later I saw that it was a electric car. I found it cool and after the factory 

we went to the main building of the toy factory in the city. It was impressive to see many 

different graphics and sketches in design laboratory and after the main building we went to 

the office furniture manufacturing AINITU. We learned how to design and learned different 

ideas from the business. It was interesting and cool. 

21.10.2016 

Day 5 : We made our final presentation. The presentation was ACCES FM that we learned 

Monday at school. The project was about baby drowning and how we can stop drowning the 

baby was our target and we have learned different ideas from different people. We made our 

project with teamwork. After the project we went to the city center and it was a fantastic night 

last day in Alicante. 

22.10.2016 

When we had a long trip back to Turkey I came relaxed and it was fun. 

Esma kırıt, age:16 / Turkey 

 

Spain Experiments 

16.10.2016   

The first trip was very long. We had a 

connecting transportation with plane. First 

we flew to Istanbul then, we flew to 

Madrid and then we had a train trip to 

Alicante 4 hours with AVE train generally 

we had 15 hours from Turkey to Alicante 

departure. After the trip we met our host 

family. 

 



17.10.2016 

Day 1 : Our first day in Alicante we made our presentation at school. After our presentation 

we learned how to do prototype design. There were many examples of the design like the 

wheel of car and speed test with aerogas was very cool and impressive. After learning the 

prototype design, we gathered to the beach and at night we had all dinner together at the 

beach. It was very fun.  

18.10.2016 

Day 2 : We went to school and then we have visited the castle of Alicante. In the castle we 

have learned about sembols of families that lived inside the castle. After the castle we went 

to the museum of Alicante. It was very interesting to see primitive people from prehistory to 

learn their discovery and usages of their materials. After the museum we went back home to 

our host family house and rest. It was very interesting to learn about history of Alicante. 

19.10.2016 

Day 3 : We have visited the shoe factory Pikolinos. We have learned how the shoes are step 

from step are made and from which materials are made. After the shoe factory we visited 

Pikolinos shoe store and looked around the store and there were beautiful shoes there. It was 

very amazing to see how a shoe was made.  

20.10.2016 

Day 4 : We have visited the toy factory in Alicante. In the toy factory we have learned how 

they make electric cars with plastic and iron. After the factory we visited the toy factory design 

laboratory and learned how they sketch the graphics of the electric car they produce and 

develop. It was very interesting to learn how a electric car was made. After the Toy design 

laboratory, We have visited the Office Furniture Manufacturing AINITU in Alicante and we 

have learned how to design our project and plan and technics like opposite brain storm it was 

very interesting to learn many ideas from the Manufacturing Furniture office in Alicante.  

21.10.2016 

Day 5 : We made our final presentation that we learned in the first day that we learned 

prototype designing. The final presentation was about baby drowning how we could stop 

babies drowning in bath, the group that I was working, our invention was Spongebob, my job 

was to explain the materials so I explained the materials of the invention we made as a 

teamwork, this work called ACCES FM was quiet difficult but it was very interesting to learn 

the project. After the project we had a small party at school at 6 O’clock and it was very fun. 

After the party we went to the city center and traveled a lot, it was fun our last day at Alicante. 

22.10.2016 

I liked the family were I came host. They were very friendly and kind. I liked their culture and 

living style. It was very wonderful to accommodate in Alicante with a very friendly family, we 

said to each other goodbye and leaved 6 O’clock to the train station of Alicante and had a long 

trip back to Turkey, I felt relaxed the last day I went back home. 

Sertaç senan yeşildaglar, age:18 / Turkey 



Dutch Reports Alicante Mobility 2016 

Imke Verschuren, 15 

Saturday the 15th of October 

Today, we were going to travel through Alicante. We got on the train to the airport around 

nine in the morning and arrived in Amsterdam about an hour later. When we got to the 

airport, we immediately went to check-in. The flight itself took about two and a half hours.  

When we arrived in Alicante we were picked up by our host families. After I got settled, my 

host sister (Marìa) and me went to Alicante with some friends to explore the city.  

 

 

Sunday the 16th of October 

We had a day off today, so we slept in and basically just had a very relaxed day. 

Monday the 17th of October 

Today was the start of the exchange. We began with 

the presentations (after waiting in the classroom for 

about two hours) and got some more information 

about the exchange itself. We had a three-hour lunch 

break after that. When we got back from lunch, we 

started on the actual project: we had to design an 

alarm to warn parents when the water level in the 

bathtub got too high to prevent baby’s from 

drowning in bathtubs. We got a presentation about 

something called ACCESS FM, some sort of guidelines 

that we had to use to design our product.  

 

We got split up into different groups, all kinds of 

nationalities together, and started designing. Since 

our group was quite big, we were working on two 



separate projects at first (we didn’t actually realise we were all one group) 

but then we combined the best points about both products into one. I did 

the research about the environment, but I ended up deciding on the 

materials as well because I had done more in-depth research than my 

teammates searching for materials. 

 

We went home after this. 

 

Tuesday the 18th of October 

On Tuesday, we went to Alicante to see 

the city. We took a tram to get there, 

causing the usually quiet tram to Alicante to be crammed with students speaking about ten 

different languages. We went to the archaeology museum of Alicante, which was interesting 

despite the mediocre guide and learned more about the area of Alicante throughout history.  

When we finished the museum tour, we went to Castillo Santa Barbara. It was massive. We 

could go to the top of the castle with some of the Spanish students if we wanted to. The 

students told us a bit more about the castle and let us take pictures of the view which was 

magnificent. 

Then we went into the town centre to walk around for a bit, but we had to hurry back to the 

tram station after about fifteen minutes. 

Wednesday the 19th of October 

When we got to school on Wednesday morning, 

there was a very big fancy bus waiting for us to take 

us to Elche to visit a shoe factory. We got to see how 

the shoes were made and got a tour around the 

factory. We got to take a look at the people who 

worked there as well, but the work didn’t look very 

fun to do; it was very monotonous.  

 



After a visit to the factory we went to the outlet store 

where we could do some shopping if we wanted, but the 

shoes were too expensive.  

Then we took the bus back to the school and worked on 

the design of previously mentioned alarm. We started on 

the posters and worked out the details of the alarm. At 

the end of the day we had our design, an elephant, and 

we’d worked out how it was actually going to work and 

what it was going to be made out of. 

Thursday the 20th of October 

On Thursday morning the bus was waiting for us again. Today it drove us to a toy factory, once 

again in Elche. First, we got a tour of the design department and the showroom (which I 

thought was the most interesting part of the tour). I liked the design department because 

there was a lot of fancy technology and cool prototypes.  

After that we went to the metal 

factory, but it was very tiny 

because most of the toys were 

made out of plastic. That’s why 

we didn’t stay there very long. 

Then we went to the big factory 

where we got to see the actual 

toys come together. I really liked 

the little Mercedes’s that you 

could control with an app on your 

smartphone.  

In the afternoon we went to a furniture factory. I liked that a lot because it smelled very nice 

and the tour was interesting. We went into the office buildings (really fancy) and tried out 

some of the furniture. We got a presentation after that, about the designing process. It was 

really interesting, but the WiFi-code was taped to the wall so a lot of people were paying more 

attention to their phones than to the actual presentation.  

Friday the 21th of October 

Today we had our final 

presentations. We got 

about three hours to 

prepare and practise and 

then we had to present 

them. After this we had 

another lunch break 

where we played football 

with some teachers. Then 

we went back inside and 



got our certificates. After the ‘ceremony’ we went home to prepare for the party that would 

start later in the evening, but we left a 

little early to go shopping for souvenirs 

and such in Alicante. There was an actual 

mariachi band playing in town, which was 

hilarious. 

Saturday the 22th of October 

Today was our last day in Spain, so we 

went to the beach to say goodbye. It was 

really warm, so some of us 

went swimming. We were 

supposed to meet at the 

airport at 15.30 sharp, but 

almost everyone was late 

(Spanish culture I guess). 

After security we got some 

free time and I ordered 

coffee in Spanish, which I 

was very proud of because I didn’t 

really speak Spanish before we went 

(I asked my host family to teach me 

some Spanish). When we got back to 

the Netherlands, it was really cold 

(about three degrees, it was twenty-

four in Alicante when we left). I was 

home just after eleven in the 

evening. 

 

 

 

Floris van de Pol, 13 

Alicante,spain 

Saturday: exciting? Yes it was very exciting. Other people, other cultures and also the people 

there could not even English. Tension was sure this stress so also but I have at the end can say 

that I have learned some of Sunday. I have learned that I must come to rest ff when I have 

stress because they are all nice people 



Sunday: the tension was there. So enjoy Spain 

because it is really beautiful. After that day was 

really quite tired 

Monday: first day school. at last! Dutch talk to 

people you know, and learn new things. Finally 

not learned a lot. Because we had a break of 4 

hours where we relax on the beach. But the 

culture was so different that I eventually may not 

be much in school but after school, that's another 

story. The culture was so different. Always a party 

many eating and lazing on the beach. Really quite 

different  

Tuesday: not much to say seems on Monday.  

Wednesday We went visiting factories what I 

best boring was made.  

 Thursday: We got this day to learn what I don't 

quickly forget: ACCESS AM each letter stands for 

something and if you watch something on each is 

your product perfectly!  

Friday: Last day at school. Tasty prepare for the 

presentations of our product. I worked with an 

English girl and went together and a few other 

really tasty. Good communications, good idea 

and a good result. In the evening we went with all countries in the city. And then we had to 

say goodbye to awkward but fine.  

Saturday:  home! Really enjoyed it! 

 

Jasmijn Hanzen, 14 

On Monday we worked on our project from acces fm. We worked on a frog that  will sings if 

the water is too high for the baby so he won’t drown in the bad. 

On Thursday we  were to the castle of Alicante  it was a long walk but it was it worth it was so 

beautiful the city from that height. 

On the Wednesday we were to the shoe factory of pikolinis  we saw there how they make the 

shoes in every piece  that was really impressing. 

On the Tuesday we were to a toy factory it was much complicated then I thought but I really 
enjoyed that. we also were to the furniture factory. 
 
On the Friday we were going on with the acces fm and gave a presentation about our 
product. The people were interesting listening to our product the Froggie Frog. 
 
That was my experience of the trip to Alicante  
I thought that every country can talk English  but that is the wrong mind. 
 

 



Bente Bakker, 15 

On Saturday, we left at 10 o’clock in the morning. We went by train to the airport with the 7 

kids and our 3 teachers. Our plane left at 2 pm. When we arrived, at approximately 6 pm, we 

were welcomed by our host families and we all went to our temporary homes. I really enjoyed 

my first evening in Allicante, my host student, Martina, and I went to the city center and ate 

our dinner at The Good Burger. It was kind of weird to eat at 9 o’clock, because in Holland, we 

eat at 6 or 7 pm. On Sunday we did some homework and we went to the beach with two 

English Erasmus students and their Spanish host students. 

On Monday we had our presentations about the market research. It took a lot of time, but 

some of the products/businesses were really interesting! We had a 3 hour break and all the 

Dutch students and our teachers went to the beach. At the beach we played volleyball with 

some of the Polish people. In the afternoon we had a workshop about designing a product. 

We learned about the ACCESS FM, which stands for Appearance, Costs, Costumer, 

Environment, Size, Safety, Function and Material. There were 6 groups made from all the 

students from the different countries. We had to design a product to help parents prevent 

their baby from frowning in the bath. We started looking for information and designing our 

small toy. 

On Tuesday we had a tour through Allicante. We went to the archeology museum near by 

Allicante, I thought it was very interesting, but I didn’t understand everything from our guide 

tour. It was about the history, from prehistory till Greeks and Romans. After the museum visit, 

we went to the castle of Allicante on top of a mountain. We talked to a lot of students from 

almost all the countries and we really got to know each other, I really liked that. We also had 

a small guide tour through Allicante at the base of the mountain. 

On Wednesday we went to the shoe factory Pikolinos. They showed us what their process of 

designing and making the shoes was. It was quite informative! We also went to their shop to 

see all the end results of their productions. 

On Thursday we went to two other manufactories. First we went to a toy factory, they showed 

us their showroom with all their products. We went to an office, where they worked on 

designing the toys, which were mostly small cars for kids or playing houses. We also went to 

the factory, where the toys were made. We saw how it all started, with the small plastic balls 

and the malls that they made out of different materials. How the toys were made in small and 

bigger pieces, how the stickers were kind of printed inside the plastic and of course, how they 

put the cars all together. We also went to see their huge storage building with all the pieces 

of the toys. I thought that this factory was really interesting. We saw the entire process and I 

really liked it! After that, we went to a furniture factory. We had a look around the, very 

modern, building and they showed us their showroom. We also had a presentation about 

some of their newest products and how they designed it. It was really interesting, because she 

gave a very clear explanation. Their goal was to make an office a great place to work. They 

wanted to include some nature and furniture that makes you want to have fun, but also work. 

You could really see their goals in the products and I think that it was very informative and 

useful for our own process in designing a product of business. 



Friday was the last day we had with the whole group of students. We finished our 

presentations about the bath toy and we presented our products to the other students. My 

group designed a Winnieh the Pooh toy that could check the water level and warn the parents 

if it is too high. The honey cup of Winnieh the Pooh checked the water temperature so the 

bath was fun and safe for the baby! In the afternoon, we had a small party at the school and 

afterwards we went to the city center with almost 40 students from the Erasmus project. I 

really enjoyed my visit to Allicante and I will miss everyone!! 

 

Daphni Apostolakis, 13 

Saturday 15 th October I left home and went to the train station in Ede. Then we took the 
train tot the airport. The airplain  left at two o’clock. It was a good flight. When we arrived at 
Alicante the host families were all waiting. They were nice but the didn’t speak English very 
well. First we brought my suitcase to there house and then we went in to town. We had 
dinner very late. Sunday we visit friends of the host familie and had lunch there. Later we 
met other exchange students. On Monday we went to school at eight o’clock. We showed 
our video about cycling , and we watched the other presentations  .Then we had a three 
hour brake and we went tot the beach. Then we worked on a project about waterlevels and 
babies. We learnt some handy things about access fm. On Tuesday we went tot he historical 
museum of Aclicante. After that we walked tot he castle of Santa Barbara. It was on the top 
of a mountain and the view was wonderfull. Than we walked back, we all went tot he beach. 
On Wednesday we went tot he shoe factory Picolinos. The shoes are hand made. It was 
interesting, but also a bit boring. Thursday we visit 2 companies. A toy factory and a 
furniture  factory. It was interesting to see how they made toys. In the furniture factory we 
learnt about how the office work there. Friday was the last day at the host school and we 
had a lot of fun, We did our presenation. Then we had a brake and a goodbye. In the night 
we had a farewell party and it was nice. After the party we went with a lot of exchange 
students into town to have fun. Saterday we went tot he beach, and then we had to pack 
our things and we went tot he airport. We had an our delay but that wasn’t so bad. We 
arrived late at night in ede. It was a very nice exchange! 
 
 
Delano Alberto, 16 

My Report on the exchange to Spain: 

The experience was amazing and i’ve learned a lot. 

We worked with ACCES-FM that is a system that 

entrepreneurs use. 

This thinking-system has to help us make/design a 

product. 

ACCES-FM is a great system and i’ve learn how to 

propely design a product.  

We also went to a couple excursions, that were 

especially factories.  



The first excursion was to a museum and there 

we’ve learned about trading and inventions. 

The second excursion was to a famous factory 

named Pikolinos.  

We’ve learned about making products 

handmade. 

The third excursion was to a toy factory. 

We’ve learned about making deals with bigger 

brands so you can still competitive against low-

wage countries. 

The fourth and last excursion was to furniture 

factory. 

There we’ve about the importance of satisfying  the imployees, because if you do that the 

customer will be satisfied to. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Amanda Hanzen, 15 

Alicante exchange  

On Saturday the 15th of October we went on an exchange to Alicante. As soon as we arrived 

at the station Ede-Wageningen we saw that almost everyone was on the platform to say 

goodbye to us, from family members to just friends. As soon as the train arrives, it stood there 

without moving an inch, after 5 minutes of just standing there everyone one the train got out, 

‘cuz the train didn’t go any fader. There were so many people on the platform, who all had to 

pick the next train on the other side of it. Once inside of the train, we could barely move. Once 

we went passed Utrecht station, we could finally breath out normally and even a view of us 

had a seat. Once we arrived at the airport, we went passed the security and had 1 hour off 

until boarding. On the plain we were lousy and really loud. When we went off of the aircraft, 

the host family’s were already waiting for us to arrive.  

On Sunday we had spare time. 

Monday was our first school day, school started at 8 am. We first had to wait for the teachers 

to arrive. After that we had all the presentations about Alicante and other school, we had our 

idea presented in a video (Henk) after that we had 3 hours off, we as the Dutch people who 

almost never have a chance to go to the beach went to the beach. As we returned he had a 



presentation about ACCESS FM and got sorted into groups of all country’s mixed. And worked 

on our ACCESS FM until the end of the day 

Tuesday we went to visit an archaeology museum and after that we met up at the beach 

Wednesday we visited PIKOLINOS were miss. Hummelink bought herself new shoes.  And went 

to a castle which I could walk by myself because it was on the top of a mountain. I got there 

with the help of Daphni and the bag carrier’s (: On the way down I lifted on the neck of sir. 

Kusters. ( it was so high) we took the train back to our home. 

Thursday we visited a toy factory on 3 different locations, 1 was the factory, 1  was the office 

and one was where the leftovers from the factory went. 

Friday we had our presentations about ACCESS FM. And in the evening we had a ‘party’ 

 
Slovenian testimonials 

Mobility in Spain 

Hi, my name is Valentin and I’m one of the students who were in Spain. I’m from Slovenia and 

I’m 14 years old. I think it was amazing in Spain because we learned a lot about the product 

design. We also learned much about Spain. For example: their popular food, something about 

their daily routines, culture, history etc. Our first meeting was on Monday when we presented 

our results about market research. Then on Tuesday we had a lecture about design. After that 

we had to start working on our own project. It was about resolution for bathing babies. So we 

were working on it the whole week. On Wednesday we went to three famous Spanish 

companies. First we went to a shoe factory. There we saw how they were doing different kind 

of shoes. Then we went to a toy factory. They presented us how they were working, what 

were they working and they told us something about their market. We went to a company 

with office storage. There we saw their working place and their manager told us something 

about their products. On Friday we had presentations about our final products. And on 

Saturday we went back home. I think mobility like this is very important for us, kids. It is 

important about our idea of the world. And it is also important that we learn about others 

cultures in the world. I really like travels like this.   

Valentin Kocbek Bratina, Slovenia   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I`m from Slovenia and I went to Spain. I really liked the mobility because we did a lot of 

educational work in groups with other students from other countries. The first day we 

presented our market researc results, and after the break we started doing on the project 

(ACCESS FM). I think it was really fun because we were in teams with pupils from other 

countries. On Tuesday we went to the old castle town. It was fun because we went with tram. 

When we got to school, we went home to our hosts. On Wednesday we went to Pikolinos 

(shoe factory). We had a guide so it was very interesting to listen. On Thursday we went to 

two factories. First we visited a toy factory and then an office furniture factory. Last day we 

finished our project (ACCESS FM) and after that we presented this to other groups. This week 

was great. I met a lot of new people out there and it was an andventure to me.  

Taja Jančič 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hello. My name is Ahac Rafael Bela. I am a member of Y2BE group from Slovenia. I was in a 

mobility in Spain. We presented our idea of creating a theme park in Benedikt to other 

students from other countries on the first day of mobility in Spain. We learned  how to do a 

product design using ACCESS FM. During this process we were put together into mixed groups 

to communicate and share our ideas. Whilst improving our English, we were also making 

progress in product design and actively joined the conversation about the market research. 

We also visited the national museum about the history of once great harbor Alicante and 

revolution of civilization itself . 

After that we visited castle 

located in Alicante center.When 

we finished with product design, 

we presented our ideas to other 

groups. My personal experience 

of mobility in Spain is great. I 

gained knowledge of how to do 

the product design that is 

commonly used in bussiness. I 

liked it. 

Ahac Rafel Bela 



My name is Alen. I'm a member of a Y2BE group from Slovenia and I was in a mobility in Spain. 

Our idea was to create a theme park »Benedictus erectus«. We presented our idea to other 

students on our mobility. In Spain we learned a way to quicly develope a new idea using 

»ACCESS FM«. After they explained us how to use this methode they put us together into a 

few groups and in each group were students fom different countries. We came up with an 

idea and we improved it through the 

whole week. We visited Alicante castle in 

the center of city and also a museum of 

great harbour Alicante and revolution of 

citizens and Alicante through history. We 

also visited three  factories. In one of 

them they were making shoes,they 

showed and told us what was process of 

making shoes like form desining and till 

the final product, and the other factoy 

was making furniture and they explained 

us all about their production and 

designing as well and in the last factory 

we saw how toys were made and they 

explaind us everything about their 

partnership with Disney Dreamwoks and 

others and also how they make toy. We 

learned about the design of the product 

from those trips. On Friday we presented 

what we did during the week with our 

idea using ACCESS FM. My personal 

experience was great. I improved my 

English and also learned a lot about 

designing and production of products and 

a lot about business. I also met a lot of 

great people and I woud love to do 

something like this again. 

Alen Fridau 

THE MOBILLITY IN SPAIN  

Hi, my name is Lara. I’m a member of Slovenian team. I was in mobility in Spain. We came to 

Spain in the morning. We flew from Vienna’s airport to Alicante’s airport. We came on Sunday 

and we spent all day with our hosts and their families. 

 Next day, on Monday, we went to school for the first time. We had  a market research results 

presentation. Then one of English teachers put and “mixed” all countries that were into 

groups. He taught us about design and how to do market research using ACCESS FM. We had 

to speak English language and it was good for us. That made our speaking better. We had to 

do our group toy product- in my group it was a frog. 



On Tuesday we went to a museum and learned a lot about Alicante’s history. After the 

museum we walked to the castle. When we came, we could see a lot of buildings, palms and 

much more.  

On Wednesday we visited a shoe factory. Then we went back to school and we continued our 

product with ACCESS FM.  

Next day, on Thursday we visited two factories. The first was a toy factory. We saw how their 

production and we saw their offices too. The main of them showed us a lot of their products. 

Then we went to a second factory. In this factory we saw how they were making something 

of furniture (chairs, desks…).  

And on Friday we had a  presentation in school about our group’s toy product.  

On the last day of this mobility, on Saturday, we had free time with our hosts. And at 6pm we 

had to go to  Alicante’s airport. We needed to say goodbye to our families. It was sad, but all 

of us were happy because of the experience we had.  

Lara Kocbek 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From 15th to 22nd October I with my friends were visiting Alicante, in Spain.  

Alicante is very beautiful city. Beach and 
sea were amazing. I very liked spanish food, 
especially paella with chicken. People in 
Spain are very friendly and hospitable. I met 
new friends – Spanish friends, called 
Carlota, Violeta, Florencia, Mireiea and 
Raquel. We spent together a lot of time and 
we played very well. We was at the beach, 
in shopping center and in restaurants.  We 
met too people from another countries.  
We had trip in Alicante. We were in 
museum, Alicante’s castle. This was on a 
high hill.  So we were tired but it was worth 
it. We had too trip to the ”PIKOLINOS” – 



shoe factory. Shoes made there are very beautiful. We could see a real business. We were 
too in toys factory. There were toys made of plastic: cars, motorbikes and cottages. We saw 
too furnitures factory. It was, in my opinion, the best of these factories.   
 

In school we had Erasmus classes, which taught us, how to design a product. Thanks 

those classes and teachers we understood method ACCESS FM and we handed this to all the 

other members of Erasmus. Group work integrated us with project participants from other 

countries. 

This trip was very exciting and I’m very happy that I could be there  

 

Aneta Gębarowska, Poland 

 

I was in Spain 15-22 October with other girls from my school and  our teachers. I stayed in a 

Spanish family. They live in a flat. Florencja has got younger sister - Valentina. Her family 

was crazy. In this time I learned and discovered a lot , I saw many amazing , interesting things. 

I ate typical Spanish food ,I played Spanish games and I  was in funny places such as 

:  game centre and samba lesson. I also accompanied in tennis exercise. Me and my friends 

were in big castle, in the toy factory as well as shoe factory and we visited the city of Alicante. 

I took part in group activities and I presented our idea of bath toy for babies that would protect 

them from drowning. After school we went to 

the beach, to MC-Donald's and other places. 

There was student's meeting on Friday. On the 

last day we drove to Valencia. We visited the 

oceanarium there. Mediterranean See was the 

best of all the things that I saw. People there 

treated us very kindly. I am very happy that I had 

a chance to visit Spain because I met friendly, 

nice people with whom I still have contact. I 

improved my English and I spent a really good 

time there .It was the adventure of my life 

Jowita Brewczyńska, Poland 



Fourth mobility  

Paris, France - 26th February to 4th March 2016 

 

We`re half way through! The fourth mobility in Paris, France is over. It was between the 26th 

of February, 2017 and 4th of March, 2017. The focus was on marketing, the next stage in 

creating a successful business. 

It started when each country had a stand, where it presented the design of its product or 

business idea. Students and teacher had to actively participate and learn about all of them. 

Then it started with our main theme. Students had three workshops on marketing held by Mr 

David Clark from British team where they learned and worked together in mixed groups to 

make a marketing plan. They were very successful at it. We also had two conferences where 

experts talked about their story and their marketing strategies. Then we visited some 

companies where we learned about how they succeeded with their business ideas and what 

was their key marketing point. We visited Gentlemen 1919, the French Facebook, Hermes and 

a department store. 

Of course Paris is Paris so we visited a few attractions that took our breath away. We were 

especially enchanted by the Eiffel Tower and its numerous steps towards the top. 

Our hosts have also showed us some culinary surplus. We really enjoyed the meals they 

prepared for us. 



 

Week beginning 27 February was the week the Y2BE Erasmus+ project was back in action. 
Mobility no. 4 was hosted by our French partner Ecole Hoteliere Jean Drouant, a prominent 
catering school in Paris. This time the Y2BE Marketing teams travelled to Paris to present their 
products or services. Whilst in Paris, The Y2BE marketing teams representing all 8 partner 
schools followed an intense programme of activities, including visits to local businesses, talks 
by a number of business leaders and a number of workshops where they learned how to 
devise a marketing plan for their product or service. The Y2BE motto ‘work-hard-play-hard’ 
meant we made sure we had a lot of fun in the process. Some of the activities included a river 
cruise on the Seine, visits to some of the most famous landmarks of the city, such as the Eiffel 
Tower, Sacre Coeur, Notre Dame, the Pantheon, as well as many city walks and shopping, of 
course. One of the top highlights of the week was a very chic Gala Evening where the Y2BE 
students had a highly sophisticated meal served in real style by the best Jean Drouant waiters 
and waitresses, before moving on to a disco party which lasted until midnight. Once again, the 
Y2BE across the partnership students were a shining display of maturity, diligence and positive 
attitude throughout the week. Below is what some of them they had to say about their 
experiences. 
Mr Aliaj  
Project Coordinator. 



fourth mobility - Paris, France  

 

A statement of mobility in France 

Hi, I am Valentin K. Bratina. I am 15 years old and I live in Slovenia. I was one of the students 

who were on mobility in France. Our team from Slovenia arrived in France on Sunday 26th of 

February 2017. On the first day we went to our hostel and we had a dinner at McDonalds. On 

the second day (Monday 27th of February 2017) we presented our work on a stand. I think it 

was great that we could tell our opinion about every product specifically. In the afternoon we 

had a lecture about marketing, it was very educational for all of us. One thing I found really 

clever was that we were divided into international mixed groups. So when we were learning, 

we also got to know each other. The Tuesday was very interesting for some of us because we 

visited Facebook. It was very good to see the way they are working. I think we are very proud 

that we went there. In the afternoon we had a conference. I really liked conferences, because 

were introduced with projects and businesses that are already in progress in Paris. In the 

afternoon we visited Sacre Coeur. I think it is pretty amazing experience when you can touch 

the buildings and sights that are so famous. On Wednesday we had another workshop, but we 

finished it earlier because we had to go on a cruise. The best thing on Wednesday was the 

cruise, because we could see the sights of Paris in another perspective. On Thursday  morning 

we went to Gentlemen 1919. And then the man from the company came to school and had a 

lecture. After the lecture the whole team of Erasmus + went to Eiffel tower and I have to 

confess that it was an incredible experience. But because we stayed on Eiffel tower for too 

long we could not go to three hotels, but we didn’t regret it too much. In the evening we had 

a gala evening. We had dinner and the dinner was cooked and served by students and it was 

delicious. On Friday we presented our work done in the three workshops and in my opinion 

every idea was original. In the afternoon we went to Le Louvre. We could actually feel hint of 

history, pretty amazing. Saturday’s main theme was saying goodbye. Everybody was crying 

because amazing week passed and we knew that probably we will never meet again. I think 

the weeks like this should be organized more often, though they cost a lot. Because in this 

way students can learn, know other cultures and meet new friends from other countries… I 

think the week in Paris will forever stay in our minds. Thank you very very much! 

 

Hi! My name is Lara and I'm from Slovenia. I was in France. It was fantastic. If I could, I would 

repeat it. We visited a lot Paris's sights like Sacre Coeur de Montmartre, Cathedrale Notre-

Dame, La Louvre etc. We saw Mona Lisa and we went on the top of Eiffel Tower -  that was 

the best experience for me. We learnd a lot about marketing. We worked in groups and every 

group had to make the product by the 4 P's: 1-Product(What are we selling?), 2-Price(How 

much are we selling it for), 3- Place(Where and how will we sell it?), 4- Promotion(How will 

we let people know we are selling it?). We got amazing results. I have to say thanks to 

everyone that was there. They were amazing and I'm never going to forget them. The mobility 

in Paris will stay forever in my memory.  



Hi.    My name is Taja and I was in Paris.   

I was so lucky that I could go there because I could see a lot of sights there , and I liked the 

view from the top of the Eiffel tower -  it was so amazing. So in this mobility we were doing 

marketing based on 4 P´s (product, price, place and promotion). We were seperated in 

different groups. We were working on our product and we had to present our work on Friday. 

I really liked when we were having lectures. I made a lot of new friends from other countries. 

I liked when we were doing work in groups, it gave us so many new experiences. I'm so happy 

that I went there and I'm so happy that I didn't miss that opportunity. 

 

Mobility in Paris 

Hi! My name is Vid and I'm 14 years old. I'm a member of Y2BE group and I come from Slovenia 

and I was on mobility in France – Paris. Paris was a great experience because we learned so 

much about  marketing. We had a lot of  interesting lectures and now we know much more 

about this and will help us in the future. We also know a lot more about history of Paris. As 

other Y2BE groups we had our product and it was a theme park called Benedictus erectus 

about which we made small stand for everyone who was there to see what we made. Each 

day in Paris was different and special. On Monday we had fist presentation on design then 

quizz and ''speeddating''. On Tuesday we went to the Facebook company, Montmartre and 

Sacre Coeur. On Wednesday we were in groups and my group visited Hermes. In the afternoon 

we had workshop about  marketing.  Then we we went  cruising  on the Seine. On Thursday 

we also had company visits. After that we had presentation of Gentlemen 1919 and before 

lunch we visited Eiffel Tower. At the end of the day we had Gala evening  at school and then 

party. On Friday we had workshops about marketing, closing ceremony and then we visited 

Le Louvre where we saw Mona Lisa. On Saturday we went back home. Paris will always stay 

with me as a nice memory with lots of new experiences. In short, it was awesome. 

 

Vid Leva 

 



The week we spent in Paris was really a great experience and I will remember it for a life time. 

Our journey started on Sunday, 26th of February. First we had to drive to Zagreb, where we 

had to wait for our flight to Paris. So we left from Zagreb around 5PM and arrived to Paris 

around 7PM and had to drive from the airport to the center of Paris – to BVJ hostel in which 

we stayed for a week. We had to unpack all our stuff on the first night so that wasn't that fun… 

The first day started with early hours. We prepared ourselves for breakfast and went 

downstairs. We did that every morning. After breakfast we went to school where we had an 

opening ceremony. After that we had a tour of the school which afterwards converted to 

speedating of presentation of every country’s design of their products and a quiz of that. We 

had lunch after that and then we had our first workshop which was also sequenced on 

Wednesday and Friday. On the workshop, we were introduced what we are going to be doing 

in our three workshops. After the workshop we took a look of shool’s neighbourhood. 

The second day started the same as the first one. But after breakfast we separated into two 

different groups and the first group went to Facebook (I was in this group) and the second 

group went to Gentlemen 1919. When our two groups finally rejoined forces, we went for a 

visit of Champs Elysées. After the visit, we went to school to have lunch. After lunch we had 

two men representing Artichef company and what’s their idea of creating a restaurant in Paris. 

We then visited Sacré Coeur. 

The next, third day also started as usual day in Paris (for us). We separated to three different 

groups and the first group went to Hermés, the second to Gentlemen 1919 (I was in this group) 

and the third one went to a department store. After that we had lunch. Then we had the 

sequence of workshop where we continued our work. Then the cruise on the river Seine 

followed. We travelled across the river Seine and saw a few very known French sightseeings 

like Eiffel tower, museum Le Louvre, Notre Dame and many more. This was the last thing we 

did that night outside our BVJ hostel. 

On the fourth day only two students from our country went to Gentlemen 1919, the rest of 

us waited for them in BVJ hostel and when they came back, we went to school to listen to 

founder of Gentlemen 1919 while he explained how his company gained respect and 

customers. We then headed to Eiffel tower to get to the top of Eiffel tower. We had a lot of 

fun and also a lot of pictures. After that we went to school to have lunch.  

Here was the last day of our sightseeings in Paris and visiting the companies. Our morning 

started as normal as we headed to school to finalize our presentations in mixed groups of 

different students from different countries. We also presented them afterwards and the team 

of English teachers evaluated our work and chose the group that finalized their product and 

had everything planned out. But they also said that every group’s work was just unbelievable 

because all of different nationalities mixed together and just the fact that students from all 

around the world were communicating together was just outstanding. So after evaluations we 

had our lunch and after that we had some free time and went to museum Le Louvre. After 

that we had a movie in school’s auditorium. Then we had our gala evening. First we had dinner 

and after that we had a party in which I enjoyed. 



The next day (last day) we left BVJ hostel at around 10AM to go to an airport, from which we 

then flew back to Slovenia and realized we just had a very good week in Paris. 

Ahac, Slovenia. 

 

My name is Alen and I'm one of the students from Slovenia who were in Paris. Goal of this 

mobility was for us students to learn how to market our product, PROMOTE, set a PRICE and 

PLACE ( 4P's ) of our product. Our week was a great experience and we learned so may new 

things about Paris and marketing. 

1st day-Arrival 

We started our journey on Sunday - at 1.30PM we started our way to the airport and at 

5.10PM we flew from Zagreb to Paris and arrived at 8.20PM and to hostel at about 9PM. 

2nd day 

First thing of the day was opening ceremony for all the students and then we had a tour of the 

school. After all that all the groups had their presentation on design (speeddating ) and all of 

the students were presented with design of each group and gave their opinion and 

improvements for design. Then we had lunch at the school canteen. After lunch we had 

workshops about marketing.  

3rd day-Facebook visit 

On Tuesday we had company visits in the morning. We were separated into 2 different groups, 

each of them visited different company ( Facebook and Gentleman 1919 ). I was in group 

which visited Facebook, and at the visit they told us about their company ,how it works and 

how people work there, and what's future of Facebook going to be and what are they currently 

working on. After visits we had lunch and at 2PM two people presented their idea on Artichef 

a »Family friendly restaurant« which is coming to Paris soon. 

4th day 

On Wednesday we were also separated into 3 different groups and 2 of them visited 

companies (Hermes and Gentlemen 1919 ) and one visited a department store and that’s the 

group I was in and we looked at shops and we found out that all the shops had price tags well 

»hidden« and prices were very high. After all the visits we had lunch at school. And then we 

continued our workshops in same groups. And for our last thing of the day we went on a Cruise 

on the Seine on a »Bateau-mouche« 

5th day-Eiffel tower 

In the morning students who previously haven't been to Gentleman 1919 in previous visits 

have visited Gentleman 1919 and then the man who came up with idea for Gentleman 1919 

presented his business and marketing. At 10AM we went to Eiffel tower and had lunch, which 

we got in school, while we were waiting in line to get on top of Eiffel tower. After climbing 

Eiffel tower we had some free time in the centre of Paris and visited some other Paris sights. 

Then we had dinner at school and dinner was cooked by their students after dinner we had 

GALA evening. 

6th day-Workshops presentations 



On Friday we finalized our group work and all of the groups had their presentation and our 

work was evaluated, and then we had our closing ceremony were we got our certificates. After 

all of that we had lunch and then some free time for shopping or exploring the city.  

7th day-Departure 

All thing come to an end and so did our exchange. We left hostel in the morning and not a 

long time after also airport at Paris. After we arrived to airport in Zagreb we had to drive home 

for about two hours. 

 

 

 Between 26th of February and 4th of March two teachers and five students from our 
school were in France in Ecole Hoteliere de Paris Lycee Jean Drouant in Paris. They were there 
on the 4th mobility during Erasmus+ project. Their flight  to Paris from Cracow last 2 hours and 
it was really calm. After 5 hours of travelling they were in their destination- little hostel next 
to school where they attended for a whole week. For the first time students lives in a hostel 
instead of host families. 
 The main point of that visit was to present our product called Insecilaser, which 
protects houses from insects flying through open windows. They had lessons about marketing 
there and workshops about it too, where they were divided in mix groups and they had to 
advertised their own products or service. 
 There were seven another countries- Holland, 
Romania, France, England, Turkey, Spain and Slovakia. 
We were on Comenius project with some of them 
three years ago. 
 During their visit, they visited a lot of 
companies like Facebook. But Facebook wasn't real 
Facebook. It was just an advertising company. They 
visited a company called Gentelmen 1919. It is 
intended for men who want to relax. The most 
interesting company for them was Hermes, where you 
can buy a little bag for 5000 Euro or bigger one for 
30000 Euro. The prices were really impressive! 
 Besides company their visited loads of 
monuments in Paris. The most beautiful and the most 
interesting was the Eiffel Tower, because it has got 
amazing view over Paris from the top of a Tower. They 
were in Luvre museum. They loved Notre Dame 
Cathedral as well. 
 

Dagmara Borek, Poland   

 

 

 

 

 

 



Exchange Paris: 

We went with a group to Paris. The week started with the train. We got on the train to 

Amsterdam on Sunday. At the Amsterdam station we got on to the Talies who went directly 

to Paris. When we arrived we got on to the bus who brought us to our hostel. We were 

greeted at the hostel by the French teacher who would guide us for the coming week. After 

we left our stuff in our room we went in Paris to look around a bit. First we went to the 

Champs-Elysees where the arc de triomphe is also located. We weren’t there for very long 

because we went to eat. We ate at a restaurant called the Monte Carlo. If I’m honest with 

you was the food nasty. The chicken was to tough to eat, I could break the meat. After our 

diner we went to our rooms and spend the rest of the night there. We were quickly friends 

with the English people because we stayed in the same room together.  

 

Monday was our second day of our visit. This day was very boring. We spend the whole day 

inside a classroom while we listened to different stories and different subjects. The first 

subject was about the EU and how we are apart of it. After this lecture we got lunch. We had 

high expectations of our food because we didn’t think the food could be any nastier than the 

Monte Carlo. We were wrong. This food was canteen food and a lot nastier than Monte 

Carlo. After our terrible lunch we went back to the class room for the second lecture. This 

lecture was a lot more fun than the first one because we were sorted into different groups 

so we could apply the four p’s to a assigned product. There was one of every nationality in 

each group. Our product was a taxi service. After we worked on our assignment we went to 

have dinner. Our diner was just as terrible as the lunch. When we were back in our hostel we 

talked a little with the English guys and went to sleep. 

 

We started our Tuesday with a visit to Facebook; they gave a lecture about there company 

and what they were working on. I’m not a lot to tell you what they were working on because 

that’s a secret.  They had an amazing few of Paris at Facebook. We went back to the school 

for our lunch. Our lunch this time was luckily amazing. Instead of the usual canteen food we 

got food from the school restaurant which was cooked by the students. We got a whole 3 

course meal with amazing meat. It was just like it was made in a restaurant. After the lunch 

we went to the Sacre-Coeur.  It’s a beautiful white church on top of a big mountain with an 

amazing view of Paris. They were busy inside the church so we needed to be very quiet. 

After the Sacre-Coeur we got some free time in which we ate some crepe. After the Crepe 

we went back to the school for our diner. It was nasty.  After our diner we saw the Marsian. 

The Marsian is a film about a guy who is stranded on Mars. It’s a really good movie. After the 

movie we went back to our hostel to sleep. 

 

Wednesday was our fourth day of Paris. We started our day with a trip to Printemps. 

Printemps is a huge mall in Paris, they sell a lot of brand products there. The special thing 

about Printemps is that every brand has a small section of the store. Every section has to 

obey the same rules so that no brand has an advantage over the other. Our assignment was 



to make different pictures of ways the brands tried to differentiate from each other. After 

our assignment we went back to school. After our lunch at school we went on a boat on the 

seine. We saw a lot of bridges and sights. For instants the Eiffel tower and the Notre Damme. 

After the boat trip we had our diner at school. Then after dinner we went to our hostel to 

sleep. 

 

We went to the Eiffel tower on Thursday. After we had stood in a long queue we went up 

the Eiffel tower. We went by the 600 steps stairs to see the stunning view. I bought some 

souvenirs at the top. After the Eiffel tower we had some free time and we could do whatever 

we want. After our free time we went back to school to have out diner. This dinner was 

made by the student and was amazing. It was a 3 course dinner and on restaurant level. 

After our diner we had a gala. This was a lot of fun because we danced with a lot of different 

nationalities. After that we went back to our hostel to go to sleep. 

 

On our last day before our departure we went and finished our presentations. We finished 

our luxury taxi service and presented it to our group. After our presentations we got our 

certificate and our cook book from the school. After that we got some free time and went to 

the Notre-Damme. The Notre-Damme was just as beautiful as the Sacre-Coeur.  We ate 

some Crepes there.  After the Crepes we went to the Monte Carlo for out last diner. This 

time was the chicken a little bit better but still not amazing. When we went back to the 

hostel we packed our stuff and went to sleep. 

 

This day was our departure day. First we went on the metro. Then from the metro on the 

Thalys. Then from the Thalys to Amsterdam and finally from Amsterdam to Ede.    

 

Niels Vollebregt 

By Stijn Berens 

Monday: We got up at 7 am to sit down pretty early at breakfast. The breakfast was not 

special. You had bread, a couple of spreads, cereals, yoghurts and cakes. After breakfast we 

went half 9 at school we were welcomed, we were given a drink and there was a speech which 

was held by the director of the school. But it was mentioned that we had to give our 

presentation on Monday instead of Friday. We ran back to the hostel to put on clean clothes 

packed up our laptop and ran as fast as we could back. All in all, we were on time and our 

presentation went very well. They understood our concept and found it also very original! 

After the presentation we were given a tour in the school. It was a fairly large school for the 

small amount of students they had. The kitchens were quite large and everything looked 

pretty fine. But the rooms and most of the courses were a bit dated. After the tour we had 

lunch. The place where you could get lunch was set up quite well and it was buffet style. The 

food we got was not eating alone! You could always choose between meat or fish with some 

potatoes or vegetables. But it was never really tasty. Next we had that afternoon a conference 



and we begun a workshop. That night we went to eat in the canteen. But we had a deal with 

Ms Marges, if we ate a little food and pretended we liked it we should go to the McDonalds 

that evening. And of course we ceased here. 

 Tuesday: We were back at around 7pm took our breakfast and went to school. When we got 

there we went to divide us about groups one group went to a barber and the other to 

Facebook. I went to the Barber. Upon arrival we were given a tour of his case. The barber had 

chosen a beautiful old style for his case. But he not only had a hairdressing salon, NO he also 

had a bar / smoking room and a private room for  private meetings. After the tour we went to 

the Champs Elysees. When we came back to school, we had lunch but this time we did not go 

to the canteen but to the restaurant of the school!!! The food was in one word AWESOME! It 

was really nice and it looked also superb and well cared for. After lunch we had a conference. 

But these conferences were always super boring and usually the people who gave the 

conferences spoke very bad English with a French accent so I really could not understand. 

Oege had indeed fallen asleep during this conference. That afternoon we were given a tour in 

the neighborhood where the sacre couer is standing. This was a wonderful neighborhood with 

many artistic artists. From the square with the sacre couer you had a beautiful view over the 

city. That night we ate again in the canteen :(. After dinner we went to see The Martian. This 

way was fortunately a good film. 

 Wednesday: We stood up at the same time as the other days we ate breakfast and went back 

to school. I cannot really remember much about that day. The only thing I can remember is 

that we had a conference and had an hour marketing workshop. In the workshop we had to 

invent a product with other international students. The groups were divided so that you were 

with a student of all the different countries. With my group we had to bring an original soap 

on the market. After the workshop we went cruising on the Seine. We’ve passed several 

attractions such as the Eiffel Tower and Notre Dame. That night we ate as usual in the canteen. 

But this time we moved to the Spanish girls, we have long been talking with them. and after 

the dinner in the canteen we also went with them to the McDonald :). 

Thursday: In the morning we had a conference. This was as usual again very bland. But after 

we had the conference we finally went to the Eiffel Tower. When we arrived we had to queue 

for about an hour and half an hour. We had a card which we had access to go up with the 

stairs. With the steps you could come up to the 2nd floor. This was about 150 meters high. 

But from this point you actually had a beautiful view over the city. In my opinion I found the 

stairs less severe than expected. After our visit to the Eiffel Tower, we had a free afternoon. 

This afternoon we went to the largest shopping center of Paris where several nice stores were 

found as the Nike store and of course McDonalds;). this evening we'd had a lovely dinner at 

the restaurant of the school. In my opinion it was even better than the first time we went to 

eat there. After our dinner we had a gala evening. Music was played and everyone was 

partying on the awful bad music that was played there. This was also a late evening . 



Friday: we had to present our marketing 

presentation to the whole group. Our product was soap called Rmus it was a soap with the 

scent of a particular plant. After our presentations and another conference we had lunch. 

After our lunch we had a free afternoon. During this afternoon we went to the Notre Dame 

and the neighborhood where Notre Dame is. We ate delicious crepes. In the evening we went 

to the same restaurant where we had dinner Sunday night.  

It was all in all a nice week I've learned a lot. Especially about marketing and business   

Sunday: We arrived at the hostel after a tiring journey. We received very kindly by Mrs. 

Elodie. After unpacking the suitcases, we eat at Le Monte Carlo. It was quite chaotic.  

Monday: We were very early awake, because the English girls already were showering at 

6am. At the school, we were welcomed with a second breakfast and we got a school tour. At 

11 o'clock we had quite unexpectedly, the presentation of the app. We only had a laptop, 

whiteboard markers and an impromptu presentation ...  

We got lunch in the canteen and then was the first marketing workshop of one of the English 

teachers. In the evening eat in the canteen.  

Tuesday: Today we were split into groups to visit companies. I went with a group to 

Facebook. That was very nice. At school we had our lunch in the restaurant of the school, 

which was super tasty. Much better than in the canteen. After the delicious lunch there was 

a conference of 2-3 hours of Arti Chef and it was dead boring (except that we got chocolate 

eggs). From 3 till 5 we went to Montmartre and Sacre-Coeur. At 19:00 am we had dirty food 

in the canteen and then a very boring movie. In the beginning, a man operated himself. We 

also had a long wait for the teachers.  

Wednesday: Wednesday morning the rest could sleep in, but I went with Mrs. Van Reuler to 

the upscale department store Hermès. From 11 till 12  we had another conference in the 

auditorium of a man of the Rodolphe Belin Elegancia hotel group. That was even more 

boring than the first conference. After lunch in the school cafeteria (fries!) we got the second 

workshop marketing. We had to work in groups on a presentation about a product. Then we 

went to hurry to the boat ... and we arrived too late. The road was very nice and there were 

a lot of Chinese and Japanese. After the trip we got back to dinner in the canteen. It was very 

salty food.  

Thursday: After a short night, a get up early, late breakfast and a long walk we arrived at 
Gentlemen 1919. Inside we were given a tour of the men's barbershop. It smelled very much 
like smoke and the back of the case was an illegal bar with lots of whiskey. At school we had 



the third and final conference of the same man of Gentlemen 1919. Then we got a packed 
lunch with half a baguette and dirty water prick that I had at least. We went by metro to the 
Eiffel Tower. We waited one and a half hour in line. And then we were at the Eiffel Tower, 
but we had to be down in time for the visit to the Elegancia hotels. But the Slovenes, Turks 
and Poles refused to come on time, so the visits were canceled and we had three and a half 
hours of free time, according to the English teacher. But when we told Elodie, she said that 
was not true or something. She was almost crying.   
In the free time we went to the huge shopping center La Défense.  
In the evening we had a delicious farewell dinner and a gala until 00:00. That was really nice!  
Friday: This morning we woke up late, but fortunately we were still in time to finalize the 
marketing project. We were in the nick ready to present in the auditorium.  
After the last school lunch we had another free time. We went to eat a crêpe at Notre Dame. 
Then we went walk around and buy souvenirs. Taking the metro was a disaster! All subways 
were packed. After a long road and a time to be lost, we finally arrived at Le Monte Carlo for 
the very last dinner in Paris. Then we went back to the hostel.  
It was a marvelous week. I’m glad I joined in.    
Robin Chardon 

 

Exchange Paris 2017   
I was really lucky, I was not planning to go to Paris as an exchange but there was a boy who 
planned to make this exchange but he got ill. So I could replace of him! I was so happy. 
On Saturday night I went to packed my cases because Sunday was the day!  
On Sunday, I woke up early (because we went at 9:41 ) 
When we arrived my family was saying goodbye to me at the station. My sister was crying 
because she thought it was exciting for me. We went through ede Wageningen  to central 
Amsterdam by train. After waiting 40 minutes we went with the Thalys to Paris. It took about 
3 hours until we arrived in Paris. (15:00) when we went by a chock-full bus to the hostel. The 
hostel was very nicely decorated. Robin and I were in a room with four English girls. We went 
to explore paris. Then in the evening we went to the restaurant Le Monte Carlo. The food was 
normal . Afterwards we went with another group to the Champs Elysee. I also made a few 
pictures. Very impressive. 
Then I went to sleep because I was very tired. The next day I woke up early because the alarm 
had their girls from England already put a quarter past five. I had breakfast as fast at the hostel 
.To 10 for half nine we went to the cooking school. We had to wait in a very nice large hal.We 
had to sit in a kind of cinema seats and received an explanation of what we are going this week 
do.We had to do our presentation that was very nice. Many people were excited about it and 
we got tips. After lunch we had a presentation on marketing, we were divided into groups and 
each group one person in the country. We had to make a long residual product. I got as a 
product: a lunchbox. Together with students from the group, we have a whole plan, we also 
know each other (icebreaker) We visited an office of facebook here we were getting paid a 
presentation on how facebook. Then we got a lunch to the students of the cooking school as 
a surprise. It was really delicious dessert I liked the best. In the evening we watched a movie 
the Martian, it was very nice with all kinds of students. On Wednesday at 9 00 Rim, Stijn, Ms. 
Margins and I went to a hotel called Makassar. We got a tour there. When we had time so we 
went to the Champs-eleysees, where I bought a sweater. Then we got a conference on hotels. 
Then had another moment leisure and went to dinner with our Dutch group at lunch. It was 



reasonable. Then we went to the boat where I made friends again. We got food in the evening 
which I found not so good so we went with the Spanish to the Mac Donalds. The next day I 
traveled with Robin and Mrs. Marges the gentlemen.it look very special. There was behind the 
barbershop a drinking area and a smoking room. It was very interresting.Afterwards  we had 
a conference of the barber who worked there. He also told about the 4p's where we learned 
about the project marketing (price, place, promotion and product) 
After the conference we went to the Eiffel Tower !!! There was I waiting for the whole week. 
It was so nice. We went to the second floor and it was really cool. You had a very nice view. 
We had forty-three are back down. We were right on time as always but a few others were 
not on time. At first we missed the hotel to visit but we had 7 hours free time! We went to a 
very big shopping center. To 7 pm we went to eat again .. now at the restaurant of the school. 
The food was very tasty after dinner we went dancing in another room. It was very nice with 
everybody and everybody was black / white dressed. Around 12 o'clock it was over and we 
had pretty much danced. I was really tired so wanted to go to sleep quickly. Unfortunately, 
this is not because there were bed bugs in our room. I was covered in red bumps. De last day 
of the exchanges; in the morning was the last time we worked on the project. Our group 
worked well together. The presentation went well. After the presentations we had oo school 
lunch again. I had visticks visticks and still visticks. I found it really nice. After lunch we had 
again so went leisure to a place in Paris where many students live there were all shops that 
were not too expensive. We got there from mrs Reuler  and mrs Marges a pancake and a drink. 
In the evening we had a farewell dinner at the restaurant la monte carlo. After dinner and 
farewell the Spanish people  (because they were not in the hostel) We went there to sit in the 
lounge with almost all countries it was very cosy and two Turkish Could speak Dutch so it was 
very nice of them. We then also made a groepsapp with everyone and added another on social 
media. 
Through this exchange, I learned a lot: the different cultures out there, the nice people and 
project marketing. 
It was really fun to make this all along. It was a nice week 
⁃  Yamilla Yarja 3ha1 
⁃  Pallas athene college Ede, the Netherlands 



Paris exchange project. 

We went to Paris with the Thalys.  

When we got in Paris we went with the bus to the hostel. In the hostel we got to see our room, 

which wasn’t to bad. It was a lot of fun with the other guys in our room. 

Day 1 

On Monday we had the opening presentation and breakfast at the restaurant/school. The 

breakfast was delicious.  

After the opening presentation we got a tour of the school. the school in my opinion looked a 

little bit old. The school was rather big and the kitchens looked nice.  

After that we had our presentations. In my opinion I thought all the presentations were 

amazing. Everyone had put a lot of energy and work into they’re project/presentation. 

Problem was sometimes that some people weren’t the greatest at pronouncing/speaking 

English so it was hard to understand what they were saying. But in the coming days it became 

a lot easier to understand everyone.  

After the presentations we went to get lunch in the cafeteria. Personally I didn’t like the food 

it tasted a lot like unions. 

After lunch we got the presentation about marketing which was rather interesting it taught us 

at least a bit about marketing. We also got assigned teams in which we would work to make 

the best marketing campaign for our little project. 

The we got dinner in the cafeteria again. The we went back to the hostel were went to sleep. 

Day 2 

The next morning we got breakfast at the hostel and we went to school and from there my 

group went to Facebook. There they told us about what Facebook did and how they did it. It 

was quite fun. 

Then we went back to the school to get lunch in the cafeteria. 

The we had a conference in the schools auditorium which in my opinion was rather boring. 

After that we got dinner in the schools cafeteria. After dinner we went to the auditorium again 

to watch the movie the Martian which in found quite entertaining. 

The we went to the hostel again and went to bed. 

Day 3 

When we woke up again we went to get breakfast in the hostel. Then we went to the school 

and from the school we went to a big company in which were a lot of different brands from 

which we had to say how they tried to stand out from the others. After that we went to the 

school to get lunch. 

After lunch we went to go further with our marketing project. We were set in our groups we 

had to start with deciding whom would do what. After that we got to work on how to market 

our product. We put a lot of work in our marketing. After that we got a cruise on the Seine. 

From our cruise we could see the Eifel tower and a few other beautiful buildings. After that 

we went back to the school to get dinner. After dinner we went back to bed. 

 

 



Day 4 

 When we woke up we ate our breakfast at the hostel and went to the school to listen to a 

conference from Maxime Simoneau the Gentlemen 1919 founder. He told us about 

Gentlemen 1919. 

After the conference we went to the Eifel tower there we had to stand in line which was 

boring. But it was a lot of fun on the Eifel tower. There was only a slight problem when we got 

down from the Eifel tower it turned out that some of the groups were still upstairs so we 

couldn’t go to the luxury hotels. So we had some extra free time to shop our go for lunch 

because this time we had to get lunch for ourselves.  

In the evening we had food in the restaurant which was amazing. After dinner we had a Gala 

which was a lot of fun. After the Gala we went back to the hostel and went to bed.  

Day 5 

When we woke up we went to get breakfast. After breakfast we made the finishing touches 

to our marketing project. After that we presented it. In my eyes everyone did a amazing job 

to make so much in such little time. After that everyone got certificates. 

In the whole afternoon we had free time. After that we had our Farwell dinner in le monte 

Carlo the food was decent. Then we went back to the hostel for our last night there. 

On Saturday we went back to our home in Holland  

 

Oege Elzinga Holland student 

 

Amazing memories 

It was a great experience when I took part in the project meeting from France, the 

meeting that belongs to the Erasmus+ project Youth to Business Enterprise. I have travelled by 

plane for the first time in my life, spent 7 days away from home and my parents, in a foreign 

country only with my colleagues and teachers. It was something new to me, the curiosity of 

this idea first stirred me. 

          On Sunday when we arrived in Paris after three hours of flight, we arrived at the hostel, 

we changed and we went to discover the famous capital of love. I walked away, led by a 

teacher from the French school. We tasted some French food and after that we enjoyed a 

walk on the famous Champs-Élysées Boulevard. I visited the wheel in Paris, initially I thought 

I was in London. We continued our walk, saw the Obelisk of Luxor and the Guillotine. We were 

lucky to be in that place and we could enjoy the walk along the Seine, saw the Louvre Museum. 

Towards the evening we reached the Notre-Dame Cathedral, it was gorgeous! So big, so 

beautiful. That evening I had dinner at Monte Carlo Restaurant, which was near the hostel we 

stayed in. 

          On Monday, I woke up with a little muscular fever, I did not cry because it worth it. I 

would have walked about 10 km on foot just to see the beauties of Paris. The more I saw, the 

more the desire to discover grew within me. We headed to school. I was overwhelmed by how 

big it was. The opening ceremony took place, we went to school with our French friends. I 

took part in a conference, presented our business idea which consisted of a special leisure 



centre for children where they can draw on the walls, can eat in front of the TV, listen to music, 

talk to someone when they need it, knowing they are listening and counselled. A teacher from 

London held a workshop on marketing.  

          On Tuesday I got used to the place and the new world. We went to visit some companies. 

The first time we stopped at a barber shop called "Gentleman 1919". We returned to school 

where we had a conference. After this, we started exploring the beautiful Paris again and we 

were at the Wall of Love where it was written in all the languages of the world, "I love you",  I 

also found it in the Romanian language. We took a lot of pictures and enjoyed the city . We 

continued our journey by visiting the Sacred-Cœur Basilica ("The Basilica of the Pure Hearts", 

which is on top of the well-known Montmartre hill). In the evening, after dinner, I watched a 

movie, "The Martian", like it was called, in the school amphitheatre. 

          On Wednesday morning I was feeling a little tired, trying to keep the pace with the rest. 

After breakfast I visited several companies in a single building. The most interesting part was 

only at the end, a terrace on the eighth floor of the building, from where you can see the Eiffel 

Tower, the Arc de Triumph, all the famous churches and the hustle and bustle of Paris. It was 

great! Towards the evening, I had the long-awaited cruise on Seine. It was worth the wait, not 

all the time, such occasions come. 

          On Thursday I woke up with a strange feeling, I had not had before. I felt something like 

when something nice ends and you're incapable of doing something to stop the time. I already 

felt a sense of sadness that soon I would leave the city of love, I would leave behind the 

friendships and I would only remain with the promise of seeing us once, not knowing whether 

it would be possible or not. I only hope not to disappoint and not be disappointed. After the 

school conference held by the founder of the Gentleman 1919 barber shop, we went to visit 

the Eiffel Tower, climb the stairs, take pictures, and admire the famous view you do not know 

if you ever see it again. I was in the square in front of the tower for another session of pictures, 

we took souvenirs and headed for the hostel to prepare for the Erasmus + Gala. We had fun, 

socialized, danced, sang, and shared memories with our friends from the other countries. We 

only had one day in beautiful Paris, we had to make the most of it. 

          On Friday morning I presented everything I learned at the workshops that week, I had 

the ending ceremony and after free time. I visited a famous library in Paris. By evening, I had 

dinner at the Monte Carlo Restaurant. I went to a nearby café with my friends from France. I 

went to the room with tears in my eyes, but hoping to see them again soon. 

          On Saturday morning we had our flight at 10. I went to the airport heartedly, but still I 

was excited that finally I get home, I will see my parents, friends and my loved ones. 

          All in all, it was a great experience. I met new people, learned to work as a team even 

though we spent together a shot time, I discovered traditions and new habits, we socialized a 

lot without access to the internet and it seemed beneficial, I saw and felt like being in a foreign 

country, away from home, parents. I'm glad I had this opportunity, I hope to participate in as 

many projects as possible and to visit as much as possible. We had a lot to learn this week and 

I do not regret a moment. 

Puravet Petronela, Romania 



French project meeting 

I am so glad that I had the great opportunity to be involved in the Erasmus+ project 

Youth to Business Enterprise. It was also great to be a member of the Romanian team that 

attended the project meeting from Paris, France. 

In France, I discovered the most beautiful building, the Eiffel Tower, which is specific 

for this country. Look at this ! 

                                     

 Also in France, I met new people from other 7 countries, which are Turkey, United 
Kingdom, Slovenia, the Netherlands, Spain, France and Poland. Together we spent some time 
to know us better. Me and my friends from Romania were very excited when we arrived in 
Paris. We visited a lot of companies, for example Gentleman 1919 or Hermes. We made a 
business plan with our teacher and here is how it looks like. 
 

             

We had to present our business ideas and each country had its own stand. Our role 

was to explain our business idea and to answer the others’ questions, of course in English. We 

shared our flyers with information about our leisure centre for children. 

 

We had a cruise on Seine and we saw the Louvre Museum from the outside. 



In conclusion, it was the most beautiful 

experience of my life, because I had the 

chance to meet new people from 

different countries, work with them, 

take a lot of pictures and it helped me to 

communicate in English, because I was very shy at the beginning and very talkative at the end. 

I have also learned how to find ideas for a new business.  

Matei Isabela, Romania 

 
February, 27 
First day French students prepared to us a presentation and a breakfast, all French students 

came to see us, and helped us to relate to the rest of countries. After breakfast, they taught 

us the College and each country presented its project, although the Organization was not very 

good since there was not enough time. After eating at the High school we got a conference 

where explained to us that we were going to do throughout the week and divided to us into 

groups, formed by a student from each country. 

 

February, 28 

During Tuesday morning we visited in different groups the companies of Facebook and 

Gentlemen 1919, where we were told their stories from the beginning until now and their 

future expectations. 

Back to school we walked along the Champs Élysées, never ending and iconic Parisian avenues. 

As usual, we had lunch all together at the school dining room at an early time. 

With no delay, we went to the auditorium where we attended a lecture of Artichef, an 

innovating restaurant which was in favour of traditional food. Most of the lectures we were 



given along the week were offered by entrepreneurs who had set up their own bussines and 

had made their dreams true, encouraging us to create our own bussines. All were quite useful 

in that matter. 

Later we visited Montmartre district, beautiful and with the typical bohemian Parisian 

atmosphere; and we also visited Sacré Coeur basilica. 

After dinner and to break up with the daily routine, we watched a film at the shcool 

auditorium. 

Wednesday it wasn’t the most interesting day. 

At the morning we realized some visits in groups, we went to companies and business of 

marketing to learn more about marketing. 

We split in three groups: Maria and Alba went to Gentlemen, Sofia and Mireya went with 

Ana’s teacher to Luxury Hotel and Laura went with Eugenia’s teacher to Hermès. 

Furthermore we assisted to a conference of Rodolphe Belin and later we have lunch at the 

school, we enjoyed the lunch! 

In the evening we did the second part of workshop marketing. I think was one of the best 

experience of the ERASMUS because we worked together and it was very cool and amazing. 

When we finished two hours of hard work we went to the port to did a cruise on the Seine, it 

was beautiful but it was raining all the leg. We were in the high partnd we finished the trip 

drenched. 

At half past seven approximately we returned to the school and at eight o’clock we had dinner. 

Then we went to “sleep”. 

It was an amazing day 

March 2 

The Thursday, I and my friends went to Tower Eiffel, 

was a unforgettable experience, I had never gone 

and I loved to up to the third floor and see all of Paris. 

After that,  we went with some French friends to visit 

the city and go shopping, to buy some souvenirs.  

Around 8 pm we went to the high school for the Gala, this was the best part of the trip, 

because this night I and my friends interacted with all the people. 



The Erasmus+ Y2BE trip to Paris was truly extraordinary. The city itself was absolutely 

breathtakingly beautiful. We were privileged enough to be working closely with one of the top 

catering schools in the city. Seeing the level of etiquette and quality in the way the students 

there presented themselves was astounding.  

 

From the fabulous food to 

the stupendous outings to 

amazing areas all around 

the district, it was all an 

unforgettable experience. 

We participated in various 

conferences with 

authoritative figures from 

different companies such 

as the founder of 

Gentleman 1919, EU 

Parliament Members etc. 

We took part in a marketing 

workshop led by our very 

own Mr Clark, where we were taught about the strategic approaches in regards to marketing 

a product (product, price, place and promotion). In this instance, we were separated into 

groups consisting of a member from each country. This was immediately deemed difficult as 

there was a strong language barrier. Nevertheless, we were able to overcome this obstacle, 

work cohesively and make new friends.  

 

One of the best attributes of the trip was definitely meeting new people and being able to 

form meaningful relationships with the other international students. We had the chance to 

visit the Facebook headquarters, Champs Elyseè, Montmatre, Sacre Coeur, 1st District (Centre 

of Paris) and the world renown Eiffel Tower! We went on a cruise on the River Seine and 

always had free time to shop at stunning places! The food made by the students, as well as 

the general taste of Parisian food was phenomenal.  

 

To end the week we had a great time at the Gala Evening held at the School - which was 

definitely a highlight of the week. Despite mild disturbances, and the occasional problem I 

would say that the trip was lovely. 

 

Angel Famuwiya Yr11 

 

 

 



The trip to France was a major learning experience for me. Not only did we receive training on 

aspects of marketing, in which we were taught how to efficiently market our product, we also 

learnt social skills such as how to communicate with people from different countries and how 

to operate correctly in a team. 

 

In the marketing workshops, led by Mr Clark, we learnt about the four Ps of marketing: 

Product, Place, Price and Promotion. Each of these are crucial when marketing a product and 

we were privileged to be taught how to apply them in our businesses by a marketing expert. 

We were put in teams with students from other partner countries which taught us how to 

communicate effectively and developed team-working skills. 

 

Finally we visited major 

landmarks and tourist 

attractions such as: Le Louvre, 

Notre Dame, Arc de Triomphe, 

Hotel des Invalides and the 

world famous Eiffel Tower. 

This allowed us to have a true 

Parisian experience and 

understand the history of 

France. We also visited some 

businesses and companies 

such as: Facebook, Hermes 

and Gentlemen 1919. 

Overall it was a wonderful experience which we were all privileged to be a part of. 

Esther Longe Yr11 

 

I learned a lot of useful information about marketing that will be helpful in our future business 

life. Mr Clark gave a workshop on marketing to mixed groups of different nationalities. We 

shared the information with each other and prepared a beautiful presentation. It was both 

challenging and fun to work with different students with different ideas.  

It was very exciting to be able to stand side by side with people of different cultures from 

different countries, eat together, share the same rooms and work together. 

It was also very enjoyable to visit the many world-famous landmarks of this great city. The trip 

I enjoyed the most was going up the Eiffel Tower, which meant we had to climb 669 steps to 

the second floor, but it was worth all the way to the second floor to look at the magnificent 

views above Paris. 

In addition to the Eiffel Tower, Channelize, Gentlemen 1919 Barber, Printemps, a 9-storey 

shopping mall, were literally fascinating. Moulin Rouge, just like in the movie, was also very 

impressive. The ride on the Bateaux Mouche (river boat) was also a great experience. 



The Gala Evening was just awesome, as everyone dressed up elegantly in black and white and 

enjoyed a delicious meal, before having a party. We danced together and took lots of pictures 

... it was an amazing night! 

Thank you very much to our teachers for giving us this opportunity.  

It was simply the best experience of my life! 

 

Shevval Keskin Yr12 

 

For the Paris trip we had to learn how to market and how to sell our product, HeatGale, a heat 

sensitive tight top for gym goers which changes colour to inform one’s workout routine.  We 

did this through a number of workshops on Marketing, by visiting the gentlemen 1919 and 

learnt techniques to advertise a business. We also learnt how to make a presentation about a 

taxi service and had to present it. We know now how to make a marketing plan for our 

product. In addition, we had a lot of fun activities around Paris.  

 

Rohan Baneeah Yr10 

 

I was lucky enough to be part of the Nightingale Y2BE Marketing team travelling to Paris as 

part of the Erasmus+ project. The purpose of this trip was to learn about marketing so that we 

can bring our product into the market. In addition, we visited monuments, the Facebook 

office, our host school and participated in many workshops during this trip. 

The first day we discussed as a team about how we want to present the product that we have 

designed as a school. Our product is a shirt that can make training sessions more efficient by 

changing the colour of the region where the muscle is used. The second day we started to 

present our product to the students from the six other countries and we took a look at their 

ideas. 



The workshop, which was organized by Mr Clark, helped me to understand more about 

marketing. Mr Clark helped us to develop our knowledge in this sector by simplifying the 

whole sector into four easy key points: Product, Price, Place and Promotion. The workshop 

allowed us to work as a team and we overcame any language and cultural barriers. 

Interestingly, the workshop (that was designed to give us a taste of the marketing world) gave 

us a feeling of interdependence and leadership. The workshop also gave us the freedom of 

creativity; we could design and discuss features of our product and at the end of the workshop 

we presented as a team in front of our competitors to present our product’s marketing plan. 

To summarize the whole workshop I can say, that working as a team and speaking in front of 

an audience helped us to practice our communication skills and confidence. 

During our visit to Facebook Paris headquarters we learned about targeting the marketing 

audiences more effectively.  

The youth hostel we stayed at was located near our host school and the city centre, making it 

possible to visit our destinations quickly. We had to share our rooms with students from 

different countries, which helped us understand new cultures and make new friends in a fun 

community atmosphere.  

 

Ahmad Mosa Yr11 

 

During my trip to France, I have learned a great deal of useful information about marketing. 

The workshops we had were really interesting. Working as a team in a group of people with 

different backgrounds helped me to improve my leadership and teamwork skills. I understood 

the importance of marketing in a business field as well as its four key factors: product, place, 

price and promotion. 

 

The conferences we had were so useful and meaningful. I gained so many different ideas and 

methods of marketing. In addition, our visit to Facebook gave me an idea of how technology 

would be like in the future. Everywhere we went we felt welcome and everyone was very 

friendly. 

 

The movie we watched all together with other groups in the school's auditorium was so fun 

and I believe it kind of helped to break the ice between us all.  

 

We visited so many spectacular places and they all left me with remarkable memories to take 

home. Our visit to the Champs Elysées and Montmartre were incredible. The visit of the Eiffel 

Tower was the visit I enjoyed the most. Climbing the stairs was difficult but when I got up 

there and looked at the remarkable view and said: " It is worth it!". Although the weather was 

too windy, the river cruise on the Seine on a 'Bateau-Mouche' was amazing. I had a chance to 

see so many historical places. 

 

 



 

 

The Gala Soiree we had on Thursday night was a moment to shine as everyone dressed up so 

elegantly.  The food was so delicious. The dancing party was awesome too and it helped me 

to make new friends from different nationalities. 

 

The host school organisers must have had a hard time organising the event, so I want to thank 

them for everything they have done for us. It was the most wonderful week I had in my life 

and it has been a truly great experience for me. 

 

Seher Keskin Yr12 

 

I was really lucky to be part of the Erasmus+ visit to Paris, as part of Nightingale’s Y2BE 

Marketing team. 

We visited many landmarks such as the Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame Cathedral, Montmartre 

Cathedral which are some of the cultural icons of Paris and sort of taught me about the 

Parisian Culture, about the Parisian Architecture. An interesting fact was the 2nd floor 

apartments are the most expensive ones, reserved only for rich aristocrats in the past.  

As part of our learning about marketing, we had many workshops where we learned how to 

market a product by using the “4P” or marketing (Product, Price, Promotion, and Place) in 

mixed groups with students from 7 other countries. This was followed by a presentation in 

teams. 

We visited many places such as Facebook Paris, Gentlemen 1919, Hermes where we learned 

a great deal about how they run their businesses.  



Overall it was a very enjoyable experience, especially because before the trip I was scared and 

worried as this was my first time going on a school trip abroad. The week was filled with lots 

of memorable moments such as the GALA evening at the school, the River Cruise through Paris 

etc. 

 

Gualter Amado Yr10 

 

 

Part of our tasks during the Paris trip was to present our product: a gym top named "HeatGale" 

that changes colour based on heat produced by parts of the body as you work out. The heat 

then makes the first layer transparent and so the second layer it's exposed. Later on the day, 

we had our first workshop presented by Mr. Clark. We learnt about the four P's of marketing 

(Price, Place, Product, Promotion). That's when we were put to work in groups of seven or 

eight and each group would have at least one person from each participating country.  Every 

group was given a product/service to create a marketing plan for and then present it on Friday. 

The winner would be announced on a website called "etwinning". My team, group 5 came in 

second place! The next day I got to visit the Facebook Paris headquarters where they gave us 

a small tour of their trendy offices and talked more about the future of Facebook and their 

marketing strategies. I also enjoyed the fun visits to the Champs Elysée, Montmartre/Sacré 

Coeur, the river cruise on the Seine on a Bateau-mouche, going up the Eiffel Tower etc. On 

Thursday evening we had a glamorous Gala Evening at school that lasted until midnight. On 

the last day it was really hard to say goodbye to all the students from other countries, hoping 

to see them again soon.  

 

Claudia-Noemi Vaduva Yr10 
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